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We prove that a strong digraph of order n and such that, for each pair of non adjacent 
vertices, the degree sum is at least 2n - 1, is pancyclic with some exceptions. 
A digraph of order n satisfies (ci) if for each pair of non adjacent vertices, the 
degree sum is at least 2n-  2 + i. By Meyniel's theorem [4], a strong digraph 
satisfying (cl) is hamiltonian; in accordance with the metaconjecture of Bondy 
[2], we prove that a strong digraph satisfying (cO is pancyclic, with some 
exceptions. However, Overbeck-Larisch [5] proved that a strong digraph 
satisfying (c3) is pancyclic or a tournament and Thomassen [6] proved that a 
strong digraph satisfying (c2) is either pancyclic, or a tournament, or else a 
digraph of the form Kp, p. In this paper, the ideas are almost identical with the 
ideas of [5, 6], but the lemmas are a slightly stronger. These ideas were also used 
in [1] to prove that a digraph of order n satisfying (c2) contains bypasses of every 
length p, 3 ~p <~ n, again with some exceptions. (A bypass of length p is a 
directed cycle of length p with one edge oriented the wrong way). 
We restrict our attention to digraphs D which are finite, without loops or 
multiple edges, with vertex set V(D), and edge set E(D). If (x, y) is an edge of D, 
then it is symmetric if 0', x) is also an edge of D; the set of symmetric edges of D 
is denoted by S(D). 
If A and B are subsets of V(D), then e(A --~ B) is the number of edges of D 
leaving A and entering B, and e(A, B) = e(A --~ B) + e(B --~ A). If A = {x}, we 
can write e(x ~ B) and e(x, B) instead of e({x} ~ B) and e({x}, B) respectively. 
Define v(D)= IV(D)] and d(x, D)=e(x, V(D)). If A c V(D), then D(A) is the 
subdigraph of D induced by A and we can write D-  A and D-x  instead of 
D(V(D)-  A) and D(V(D)- {x}) respectively. 
When we speak of paths or cycles, we always mean directed paths or directed 
cycles respectively. A t-cycle is a cycle of length t and D is said to be pancyclic if 
it contains t-cycles for every t -2 , . . . ,  v(D). Thus, a tournament is not 
pancyclic, but it is well known that every strong tournament T contains t-cycles 
for every t = 3 , . . . ,  v(T). 
t ,  Kin,,, is the digraph * Kin,,, minus one edge. 
Whenever we consider a t-cycle C= (1, 2 , . . . ,  t, 1), we shall reduce the 
vertices of C modulo t, so that the vertex t + h is the vertex h for all h. 
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For the digraph D of Lemmas 1-6 and Theorem 1, we set E=E(D) ,  
d(x)=d(x,  D), d+(x)=d+(x, O) and d- (x )=d- (x ,  D), x ~ V(D). 
Theorem A ([4]). A strong digraph of order n and satisfying (cl) is hamiltonian. 
Theorem B ([3]). Ira strong digraph D with n vertices has minimum degree at least 
n, then D is pancyclic, or n is even and 
D * ----- gn/2,n/2.  
Lemma 1 ([5, 6]). I f  a digraph D with n vertices contains an (n - 1)-cycle C and the 
vertex not in C has degree at least n, then D is pancyclic. 
Lemma 2 below is very similar to [3, Lemma 2a]. 
Lemma.  2. Let D be a strong digraph of order n, satisfying (c1) and containing an 
(n - 2)-cycle C = (1, 2 , . . . ,  n - 2, 1). Suppose the two vertices yx, Y2 not in C 
have degree at least n. Then either D is pancyclic or n is even, (YD Y2) e S(D), and 
the notation can be chosen such that (Yl, 2i - 1) e S(D), (Y2, 2i) • S(D) for every 
i~1.  
Proof. Suppose D is not pancyclic. By Lemma 1, for each j = 1, 2, D - yj is not 
hamiltonian, then we have e(i --~ yj) + e(yj ~ i + 1) <~ 1 for each i = 1 , . . . ,  n - 2 
and each j = 1, 2, then 
n- -2  
n <~ d(yj) = ~ [e(i ---> yj) + e(yj ---> i + 1)1 + e(y~, Y2) ~< n - 2 + e(yl, Y2); 
i=1  
this implies that d(yl) = d(y2) = n, (Yl, Y2) e S(D) and e(i ---> yj) + e(yj ~ i + 1)= 1 
for every i = 1 , . . . ,  n - 2 and j = 1, 2. Suppose D does not contain a p-cycle. By 
Theorem A, and [3, Lemma 2a], we may assume that 3 ~< p ~< n - 3. 
We shall show that D contains edges of the form (yj, 1), (yj, 2i + 1), (yj÷l, 2i) 
(or the converse edges) for every i = 1 , . . . ,  [(n - 3)/2] and j = 1 or 2, j reduced 
mod 2. 
Indeed, w.l.g, take (y~, 1) • E, then e(p - 1 ----> Yl) = e(p - 2 ---> Y2) = 0 which 
implies e(y2--->p- 1)=e(y l - - -~p)=l .  By repeating this argument, we find 
e (yx~ 2p - 3) = e(yl---~ 2p-  1) = e (y2~ 2p-2)  = 1. Suppose that for k<[ (n -  
3)/2], (Yl, 1), (Yl, 2i + 1), (Y2, 2i) are edges of D for every i = 1 , . . . ,  k. Then, we 
get easily e(yl ---> p + 2i) = e(Y2 ---> p + 2i - 1) = 1, for every i = 0 , . . . ,  k and also 
these edges give easily e(y~ ---> 2p + 2i - 1) = e(y2 ---> 2p + 2i) = e(y I ---> 2p + 2k - 
1) = 1 for every i = -1 ,  0 , . . . ,  k - 1, that is 2k + 3 edges of the form above. 
Hence, we obtain with k = [(n - 3)/2], 2[(n - 3)/2] + 1 edges of the form above, 
that is n -2  edges if n is odd and n -3  edges if n is even. In the first case, we 
have (yx, n - 2) e E but we conclude that D is not strong by coming back to the 
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begining with (Yl, 2i + 1), i/> 1, instead of (Yl, 1). In the last case, we find easily 
(Y2, n - 2) e E by repeating the argument with (y~, 3) instead of (y~, 1). We know 
that the odd-numbered (resp. even-numbered) vertices of C are not joined to Y2 
(resp. Ya), furthermore, we show easily that D is not strong if there is an edge of 
the form (Yl, 2i) or (Y2, 2i - 1). Then the degree n of Yl and Y2 implies Lemma 
2. [] 
Lenuna 3. Let D be a strong digraph with n vertices atisfying (cl). I f  D contains 
an (n - 2)-cycle C = (1, 2 , . . . ,  n - 2, 1) and the two vertices Yl, Y2 not in C have 
degree at least n, then either D is pancyclic or n is even and D is isomorphic to 
F:g 
Kn/2,n/2 or Kn/2,n/2. 
Proof. Suppose D is not pancyclic and by Lemma 2, n is even and (Yl, 2i - 1) 
S(D), 0'2, 2i) ~ S(D) for every i 1> 1. 
If D is bipartite, then clearly D is isomorphic to K*/2,,,/2 or K'n~2,,,/2. Otherwise, 
C has a chord e such that C U e is non-bipartite and then we get cycles of all 
lengths by using C, e and edges incident with y~ or Y2- [] 
Lemma 3.1 of [6] is also true for a strong digraph satisfying (cl) and is stated as 
Lemma 4 below. The proof is identical. 
Lemma 4. Let D be a strong digraph of order n satisfying (Cl). Assume H is a 
strong subdigraph of D such that 2 <<- v (H) < n and assume every vertex not in H 
has degree at least n. Then either D is pancyclic or there is a vertex  not in H such 
that D -x  is strong. 
Lenuna 5 ([6]). Let P = (1, 2, . .. , k) be a path of a digraph D and v ~ V(D) - 
V(P). I f  D has no path from 1 to k with vertex set V(P)U  {v}, then 
e(v, V(P))<~k + 1. 
Lemma 6. Let D be a strong digraph with n vertices atisfying (Cl). Assume C' is a 
cycle of D of length v(C') < n and every vertex not in C' has degree at least n. 
Then, either D is pancyclic or D contains an (n -  2)-cycle C" such that 
V(C' )  _ V(C"). 
Proof. Assume D is not pancydic and let C = (1, 2 , . . . ,  m, 1) be a cycle of 
maximum length such that V(C')~_ V(C)dfV(D).  By Lemma 1, m <~n-2 ;  
furthermore, Lemma 6 is proved if m = n - 2. So, assume m ~< n - 3. 
By Lemma 4, there is x ~V(C)  so that D-x  is strong. Put A = V(D) -  
V(C) - {x}, then [A[ = n - m - 1/> 2. Since D(V(C)  U {x}) is not hamiltonian, 
we have e(x, V(C))<~ m, then e(x, A )>-n -  m, so find v cA  so that (v, x) 
S(D), and put A '  = A - {v} 4: 0. 
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Denote by ~ [resp. ~] the set of all minimal paths from v to C [resp. from C to 
v] in the strong subdigraph D -x .  
Case 1. For every P e ~ and Q c ~, V(P) n v (c )  = V(Q) N V(C). 
Suppose that V(P) n V(C) = {1}. For every w = 2 , . . . ,  m, and q e A', we 
have (v, w)eS(D),  e(v, q)+e(w, q)~<2, and e(v, V(C))=e(v, 1), so 
2n-  l <~d(v)+d(w)=e(v, 1)+d(w,  C)+e(v ,x )+e(w,x)  
+ ~_, [e(v, q) + e(w, q)]. 
qaA '  
We find easily e(v, 1) + e(w, x)/> 3, and we deduce e(v, 1) i> 1 and e(w, x) 1> 1 for 
every w = 2 , . . . ,  m. 
W.l.g. assume (1, v )eE  (this implies ~={(1 ,  v)}) and take P e~.  
Necessarily, A' - V(P) = 0 since by maximality of C, (2, x) e E, (3, x) 
E , . . . ,  (m, x) e E, and C is contained in the cycle C1 = (1, 2 , . . . ,  m, x, v) U P 
with v(C1)<n a contradiction. Since m <~n-3 ,  we have v(P)~>3, then by 
minimality of P, (v, 1) e E(/)),  e(v, 1) = 1 and (w, x) ~ S(D) for every w = 
2 , . . . ,  m. C is not maximal, a contradiction. 
Case 2. There exist P ~ ~ and Q e ~, so that V(P) O V(C) ~V(Q) n v(c) .  
Choose e and Q such that V(Q)A v (c )= {h} and v (e )n  v (C)= {h +k},  
0 < k < m, k minimum, then choose Q such that V(Q) n V(C) = {l}, l maximum, 
l < h + k. Suppose for example V(Q) n v (c )  = {1} and V(P) n V(C) = {s}, 
s >/2, s minimum; obviously s t> 3. 
Let U1 = {s, s + 1, . . . ,  m, 1} and/-/2 = {2, 3, . . . ,  s - 1}. For every w e U2, and 
q ~ A', we have (v, w) ~ S(/)) and e(v, q) + e(w, q) ~< 2. Consider the maximum 
path R with vertex set V(C) from s to 1 and define U~ = V(R), U~ = V(C) - U' 1. 
By maximality of C, U~ :/:~ and by Lemma 5, e(w, u;)~<lu~l + 1, for every 
w e U~ and e(v, U1) <<-[UI[ + 1. Thus for w e U~, we have: 
2n - 1 <<-d(v) + d(w)=e(v, Ux) + e(w, Ui) + e(v, U2) + d(w, D(Ug) 
+ ~ [e(v, q) + e(w, q)l + e(v, x) + e(w, x) 
q~A ' 
~<lUll + 1 +lu; I  + 1 + 2( Iu ; I -  1) 
+ 2(n - m - 2) + 4. (I) 
since Iud + Iu21 = Iu;I + Iu;I = m, we obtain 0~ Iu ; I -  lull ~< 1, then {2, s - 
1} n U; ~ ~t and we can assume 2 e U;. 
Subca~e 2.X. If IU; I -  lU l l -  1, we have Iu21- Iu;I + 1 and (w, x) ~ S(D) for 
every w e U;. The set A' - V(Q) must be empty, otherwise C is not maximal, 
hence v(P) = 2 and v(Q) >i 3. On the other hand, (s - 1, x) ~E otherwise C is not 
maximal, this implies s - 1 ~ U; and (w, x) ~ S(D) for every w = 2 . . . .  , s - 2. C is 
contained in the cycle (1, 2 , . . . ,  s - 2, x, v, s) U R, a contradiction. 
Subcase 2.2. If l u l l - lu l l ,  then e(w,x)>~ 1 for every w e/-/2. The set A -  
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V(P) -V(Q)  is empty since otherwise by maximality of C, (x, 2)~E, so 
(2, x) e E, (3, x) e E , . . . ,  (s - 1, x) e E and C is not maximal, a contradiction. 
Suppose v(Q) t>3. We have (s - l , x )~E,  then (x ,s -1 )  eE,  (x , s -2 )  
E , . . . ,  (x, 2) e E; we now assume v (P) = 2, otherwise C is contained in the cycle 
Q tA (v, x, 2, 3 , . . . ,  m, 1) contradicting the maximality of C. 
Since (w, x) ~E, for every w e U2, we have e(v, q) + e(w, q) = 2 for every 
q ~ V(Q)  - {1, v} = V (see the inequalities (I)), and since (q, 2) e S(/)), we have 
(q, v) ~ S(D) and (w, q) e S(/9) for every q e V and w e U2. By minimality of Q, 
IvI = 1; let Q = (1, q, v). As (q, x) CE, we have e(q, V(C)) >t d(q)  - 3 >I n - 3 = 
m; furthermore, by Lemma 5, e(q, V(C)) = e(q, U~) ~< m - s + 3, so s ~< 3 and so 
s = 3, d(q) = n and d(2) i> n - 1. 
Since d(2, D(Ua)) <~ lu l l  ÷ 1 = n - 3, (2, x) CE, (2, q) and (2, v) e S(/)), 
we have d(2) ~< (n - 3) + 1 = n - 2, a contradiction with d(2)/> n - 1. [] 
We define a digraph (of order n) of type Do as a digraph which satisfies (c~) and 
which is obtained from a path (x 1, x2 , . . . ,  xn) by adding all edges (xp xi), 
j >/i + 1, and then deleting all edges (Xg÷r, Xi) (r fixed, i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n -  r) and 
possibly some more edges. 
Theorem 1. Let D be a strong digraph of order n >13, satisfying Meyniel's 
conditions (cl): for every nonadjacent vertices x and y, d(x, D) + d(y, D) >>- 2n - 1. 
Then either D is pancyclic, or D is a tournament, or D is isomorphic to one of 
K,,*/2,,,/2, K~/'2,,,/2 or a digraph of  type Do. 
Proof. The theorem is easily verified for digraphs with 3 or 4. Let D be a digraph 
on n vertices, n/>5, satisfying (Cl). Assume D is an edge-maximal coun- 
terexample, that is, whenever we add an edge to D, then the resulting digraph 
satisfies the conclusion of the theorem. 
r ,  Since by deleting one edge in a tournament or  gn/2,n/2 or a digraph of type D 0, 
we obtain a digraph of type D O or not satisfying (c1), we may assume that when 
we add an edge to D, then the resulting digraph is pancyclic. 
Define A = {x ~ V(D) /d(x)  <~ n - 1} and B = {x e V(D) I d(x) >i n}. Since D is 
not a tournament, B is not empty. A is also non empty, otherwise by Theorem B, 
D is not a counterexample and D(A)  is not strong otherwise by Lemmas 1, 3 and 
6, D is not a counterexample. In either case, we have a contradition. Let D 1, 
D2, . . . ,  Ds (s t> 2) be the components of D(A). These components are hamil- 
tonian and can be ordered in such a way that if (x, y) ~ E, x ~ V(Di), y ~ V(Dj), 
then i ~<j. Let P = (ap, ap+l , . . . ,  ap+k, ap+k+~) be a path of minimum length 
leaving D s and entering Dx and define A' = A - {ap+l, • • . ,  ap+k}. D(A ' )  contains 
paths from ap+k+~ to ap of every length m, l~<m <~ [A ' [ -  1. If A' -V(D I ) -  
V(Ds) = A" #f 9, then D(A' )  contains also paths of every length m, 1 ~< m ~< 
IA'[ - 2, from ap+k+~ to ap, avoiding any arbitrary vertex of A". 
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Let P '  be a hamiltonian path of D(A ' )  from ap+k+ 1 to ap. By Lemmas 1, 3, 6, 
P tO P '  is a hamiltonian cycle of D and assume P tO P'  = (al, • • •, ap, . . . ,  ap+k+~, 
• • . ,  ap+k+q,. • . ,  an, al), where p =V(Ds),  q =v(D1)  and A"= {ap+k+q+l, 
• . . , an} .  
If (ap+i, ap) • E, for every i = 1 , . . . ,  k, then D is pancyclic, a contradiction• So 
define r = max{/[ 2 <~ i <~ k, (ap+i, ap) ~ E}. Then D contains m-cycles for every 
m=r+2, . . . ,n .  Also D contains m-cycles for every m=2, . . . , r  because 
D t_J {(ap+~, av) } is pancyclic and because no path from ap to ap+r of D has length 
less than r. We shall show that either D contains an (r + 1)-cycle or is a digraph of 
type D O and thereby reach a contradiction. 
Set V s = V(Ds)= {ax, . . . , ap} and V~ = V(D1)= {ap+k+l , . . . ,  ap+k+q). 
Case 1. r >~ 4. 
For every  a~(ap+l,. . .  ,ap+r}= W, we have 
and d+(ap+l, D(W))= d-(ap+~, D(W))= 1, then 
e(ap+l --'> a) + e(a --~ ap+~) <~ 1 
d+(ap+a) -t- d-(ap+r)-" E [e(ap+l ----> a') + e(a' ~ ap+r)]<~n - r + 2, 
a ~ 
and we get 
d+(ap+r) + d- (ap+l)  >12n - (n - r + 2) = n + r - 2. 
We have also 
e(ap+~ ---> a) + e(a ~ ap+l) ~ 1, d+(ap+~, D(W))  <~ r - 1 
and d-(ap+ 1, D(W))  <~ r - 1, so 
d-(ap+l)  + d+(ap+r) <~ (n - r) + 2(r - 1) = n + r - 2. 
Thus, all the inequalities above are equalities and the minimality of P implies 
the following: 
e(ap+, ---> V~)=p,  
e ({ap+z, . . . ,  a,+~, ap+r+2,... , ap+k} ---> ap+l) = k - 2, 
e({ap+r+l, . . . , ap+k+q) -'--> ap+r) = k + q - r, 
e(ap+r---~ {ap+l, . . . , ap+r_l}) = r - 1 
and d(ap+l )= d(a~+,)= n implying d (ap)= n -  1. 
The same is applicable to ap+ k, ap+k-r+l and ap+k+l. 
Also, for every a e A" U Vs, we have 
e(ap+~---> a) + e(a ---> ap+l) = e(ap+l--> a) + e(a--> a~+r) = 1 (1) 
and similarly, for every a e A" U V,  
e(ap+ k ---> a) + e(a ---> ap+k_r+ 0 = e(ap+k-r+l --> a) + e(a ~ a~+k) = 1. 
(2) 
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We have p + k - r + 1 <p + r otherwise p + 2r ~<p + k + 1 and (ap+2r , 
ap+r) ~E contradicting the existence of the edges (ai, ap+r), p + r + 1 <~ i <~p + 
k + 1, obtained above. 
Hence considering the r-cycles (ap+a, • • •, ap+r, ap+l) and (ap+k_r+a, . . . ,  ap+k, 
ap+k-r+a), we must have 
e(a i -.~ a) + e(a ~ aj) ~< 1, (3) 
for every aeA" ,  i=p+l , . . . ,p+k-1  and j> i ,  otherwise if j= i+ l ,  an 
(r + 1)-cycle is immediate, if j = i + 2, then (ai+l, a) ~ S(ff)), then d(ai+l) >I n and 
Lemma 1 applies to ai+ 1, and if j i> i + 3, P is not minimal. 
There is no edge (ai, aj) where 1 ~< i < j -1  < p. Indeed, if such an edge exists, 
then aj+~_x does not dominate any of aj_l, a i. But then aj+r-1 has degree less than 
n in D (because aj+~_l has degree at most n -p  + 1 in D - Vs), a contradiction. 
By using the path (a~_~, a~, ap+l) and ap+r_l, we show easily the same for 
j=p+l .  
Clearly D is of type Do if A" 0. So, suppose A" ~ 9- 
There is no a ~ A" with (ap+l, a) and (a, ae+k) in /9 otherwise by (1) and (2), 
(a, ap+r) and (ap+k_r+l, a) would be in D, contradicting (3). So, we can define 
A 1"= {a ~ A"[ (ap+l, a) ~ E) and A2" = A" - A ! -  " -  {a ~ A" ](a, ap+k)~ E).  W.l.g. as- 
sume A~ :~ 9- 
Observe that e(A~--->A'~) =0 (for if (a, a') eE  with a eA~, a' eA~, then 
k = r = 4 and a 5-cycle is (a, a', ap+4, av+2, ap+l, a))  and that r >~p + 2. 
For every a eAI', we have (a, a~)~ S(/5), because of (3) and the fact that 
(a, al, . . . ,  ar) is a path of length r. Thus by (3) and the minimality of P, we get 
n<~d(a~)<~n-[A'~[+l, implying lAg'I=1; d(ar)=n and d(a)=n-1 ,  where 
{a} =A;.  By (3), e(a~ {ap+2,... ,ap~-k})=O, then 
n - 1 =d(a)<~(n - 1) - 3 + e(ap+l ~ a) ~- e(ap+r--> a) + e(a ~ ap+l) 
=n -2 ,  
a contradiction. 
Case 2. r = 3. 
If there is a ~ap÷2 such that (ap+ 1, a, ap÷3) is a path of D, then a e A". Since 
D-  ap+2 is hamiltonian, we can assume by Lemma 1 that d(ap+2)<~n- 1, so 
(ap+2, ap) e E and e(a, ap+2) 11- 1. Either (ap+2, a) e E, then (a, ap, ap+l, ap+2, a) is 
a 4-cycle of D or (a, ap+2)e E, then (a, ap+2, ap, ap+l, a) is a 4-cycle of D, a 
contradiction. So there exists no a ~ap+2 such that (ap÷~, a, ap÷3) is a path of D. 
Now we argue as in Case 1. 
Case 3. r = 2. 
For every a ~ap+l,  ap+ 2, we have e(ap+ 2 ~ a) 4- e(a ~ ap+l) <~ 1 and e(ap+ 1 
A "~ a) + e (a ~ ap + 2) ~< 1: indeed, e (ap + 1 ) = 0 otherwise A" ~ 9 and 
(a, ap, ap+l, a) is a 3-cycle, where a ~ A". 
Then we argue as in Case 1. [] 
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Remark. The method of this paper also gives a proof of the result that every 
digraph of order n satisfying (cl) contains bypasses of every length p, 3 <~p ~< n, 
except if it is isomorphic to K,/2,,~, K,/2,,/2, or two small tournaments T*3, T~ 
(see [1]). 
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